We discuss gravure and inkjet printing to produce sub-2 micron features at printing speeds of $1 m/s for high-performance fully-printed transistors on plastic over large areas.
I. INTRODUCTION
Printing technology has received significant attention in recent years as a means of realizing large area electronics systems. Printing offers the promise of allowing the delivery of electronics systems with low fabrication cost per unit area and is also highly compatible with large area and/ or flexible substrates. As a result, printing is considered a promising technique for a wide range of applications, including for realization of printed transistors [1] - [8] , displays [9] , sensors [10] - [13] , photovoltaic panels [14] - [17] , and numerous other applications that benefit from lowcost, large-area additive patterning.
In particular, printing of thin film transistors has received a great deal of attention in recent years [2] - [8] . Much of this work has been driven by the potential application of these devices in large area flexible displays [5] , [9] , RFID tags [7] , [18] , and various low-cost sensors [10] - [13] and human interactive systems [19] . Printing has been applied to the fabrication of both organic [1] , [3] - [7] and inorganic thin film transistors [20] - [23] . Indeed, over the last decade, a significant amount of progress has been made in the realization of materials for printed electronics, including printable semiconductors, dielectrics, and conductors. As a result, performance of printed and, more generally, of solution-processed transistors has increased steadily over the years, with devices running at MHz switching speeds having been realized [24] , [25] . Mobility of printed semiconductors has increased steadily over this time period, with organic semiconductors delivering field effecting mobilities approaching and even exceeding 1 cm 2 =V-s [26] , [27] , and values greater than 20 times this having been delivered for inorganic systems [22] , [28] - [30] .
While progress in printable materials has been sustained and rapid over the last decade, development of the associated printing technology has not followed suit to the same level. Printed feature sizes have reduced over the years, but there has generally been a tradeoff between achievable resolution and process throughput associated with the printing process. Additionally, a proper physical understanding of the processes associated with pattern formation during printing is generally incomplete. This has therefore resulted in a fidelity gap between the desired pattern geometry and the finally achievable pattern shape due to incomplete understanding of pattern shape control and fidelity.
Over the last decade, we have been studying the physics and technology of pattern formation and printed transistor fabrication in great detail, including both inkjet and gravure printing [25] , [31] - [36] . Here, we provide a comprehensive review of our work in this regard. We begin by providing an overview of inkjet and gravure printing and discuss their advantages and disadvantages in the overall landscape of existing printing techniques. We then discuss the processes associated with pattern formation from pixelated primitives to provide guidelines for definition of high-fidelity shapes via printing. Next, we discuss issues associated with the formation of multilayer devices via printing, including layer-to-layer alignment, and use these technological achievements to review the state of the art in high-resolution printed transistors realized using highspeed, highly-scaled printing processes.
II. PRINTING TECHNIQUES FOR REALIZATION OF ELECTRONICS
Printing has already been adopted for realization of some electronic systems. For example, screen printing is widely used in the fabrication of printed circuit boards. Inkjet printing has also seen some adoption for dispensing of solder in packaging applications. Overall, a general evaluation of the various printing techniques can be performed by benchmarking achievable resolution versus achievable throughput. In general, most fast printing techniques, such as offset printing, gravure printing, and flexographic printing, have traditionally suffered from poor resolution, while high-resolution printing techniques such as electrohydrodynamic (EHD) inkjet printing suffer from poor throughput. A survey of commercially available printing techniques as used to print on flexible substrates results in the general printing landscape shown in Fig. 1 . Clearly, what is desired is a printing technique that delivers high resolution while offering high throughput; this represents the technology barrier that must be overcome to make printed electronics a reality. Note that this figure does not include other considerations such as impacts on choice of ink, alignment capability, defect avoidance, etc. Upon consideration of all of these features, in fact it is likely that printed electronics will make use of multiple printing techniques, where each technique will be selected based on its particular advantages and disadvantages for the application in question.
In our work, we have largely focused on inkjet printing and gravure printing [6] , [7] , [18] , [25] , [32] , [34] . Inkjet printing is attractive since it is a noncontact digital printing technique that uses low viscosity inks. In inkjet printing, droplets are ejected from a nozzle by generating a pressure wave in an upstream chamber. The pressure wave may be generated using a variety of means, including thermal bubble formation, deformation of a piezoelectric membrane, etc. In general, piezoelectric actuation has gained the most attention for printed electronics, since it is generally compatible with a wide range of inks and does not expose the ink to thermal stresses, etc., during the printing process. A conceptual view of inkjet printing is shown in Fig. 2 . In this archetypal piezoelectric system, a pressure wave is induced within the ink reservoir by deflecting the piezo-constrictor. This is achieved by applying a voltage pulse to the constrictor, which causes it to deflect. As it deflects into the chamber and then back out, it introduces a pressure wave in the ink, which pushes liquid past the nozzle plate. As the ink retracts as the constrictor pulls back, the droplet is pinched off, detaches, and is expelled from the inkjet head. Momentum considerations dictate that the expelled droplet generally travels downward, where it impacts the substrate. In general, to ensure stable jetting, the voltage waveform is chosen to maximize the downward velocity of the expelled drop. The process can be repeated as the head moves relative to the stage to form a pattern constructed out of the individual expelled drops. Importantly, the inkjet head never comes in contact with the substrate. The noncontact nature of inkjet printing makes it attractive since it reduces likelihood of defects due to contacting of dust particles, etc. Additionally, since inkjet uses low viscosity inks, high-purity materials can generally be used without the need for binders, etc., to adjust viscosity. This is in contrast to many of the other techniques in Fig. 1 , which require higher viscosity inks. The associated increase in viscosity commonly requires the addition of binders to the ink to increase viscosity, which make the ink chemistry more complex and necessarily increase undesired additives in the ink, which can contaminate the final printed dry film. This thus makes inkjet printing attractive from an ink purity standpoint. Inkjet printing, on the other hand, does suffer from certain disadvantages. Given the noncontact drop-by-drop nature of inkjet printing, drop placement accuracy is a critical issue. Due to variations in the pressure wave and in the wetting at the nozzle plate, not all drops are expelled with identical momentum vectors, resulting in a cone of uncertainty of droplet flight. This results in limitations in drop placement accuracy; state-of-the-art inkjet heads typically offer placement accuracy of between 5 m and 10 m AE3 [37] . As droplet sizes are scaled in inkjet printing to achieve higher resolution, drop placement accuracy typically suffers, as does the process throughput of inkjet printing. As a result, inkjet printing is likely best for applications that benefit from the ink and noncontact benefits of inkjet, without requiring aggressive feature size scaling. This issue will be discussed further as follows, in the context of layer-to-layer alignment.
On the other hand, we have found that gravure printing shows outstanding characteristics with respect to feature size scaling [25] , [32] . In gravure printing, a hard metal cylinder is engraved with wells. These are filled with ink and wiped using a doctor blade. The doctor blade functions to remove any excess ink while ideally leaving the wells fully filled. When the cylinder rolls over a passing substrate, ink is transferred. After the transfer process, the individual aliquots or droplets of ink dispensed from the gravure cells spread and dry to form the final pattern. The overall process is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . As a result of this direct contact imaging process, pattern fidelity and relative placement precision of individual drops is excellent. Ultimately, the placement and ink dispensing is purely a function of the quality of the cylinder engraving and of the ink/cylinder/ substrate process optimization based on fluid flow considerations. We have found that gravure printing can deliver features in the single micron range while offering excellent line-edge roughness and overall pattern fidelity. On the other hand, gravure printing does require inks with higher viscosity than inkjet printing, and, being a contact printing technique, has concerns with defects and coverage of steps.
Considering these tradeoffs, it is highly likely that printed electronics as a whole will benefit from the use of multiple printing techniques chosen on a layer-by-layer basis. For example, fine-line features (such as source/drain patterns or gate lines) may be printed using gravure printing, while the semiconductor, being highly sensitive to ink purity, may benefit from inkjet printing. Given this situation, an overall evaluation of the various phenomena and technological issues associated with printing is warranted. 
III. FORMATION OF PATTERNS FROM PIXELATED PRIMITIVES
Many commonly used printing techniques, including inkjet and gravure, form complex patterns using a series of arrayed pixelated primitives. For example, in inkjet printing, individual drops are placed in a defined spatial pattern; the drops flow and merge to form the final desired pattern. Similarly, in gravure printing, individual gravure cells place ink onto the substrate. These deposited ink features also flow and merge to form the desired final shape. Note that gravure printing still benefits from having pixelated shapes rather than continuous full-shape trenches. The use of continuous full-shape trenches is known as intaglio; in general, such shapes show much stronger orientation dependence during printing (for example, print quality of lines parallel to the print direction may be significantly different that lines perpendicular to the print direction). As a consequence, pixelated gravure cells are generally found to work much better than intaglio trenches with respect to orientation dependence and overall pattern fidelity. A schematic representation of the processes involved in pattern formation via pixelated ink deposition is shown in Fig. 4 [35] . After drops are deposited (for example, by inkjet printing), the ink spreads and dries. Complex patterns are formed through the merging of the deposited drops during the spreading/drying process. Clearly, the final pattern shape and size depends on the relative rates of the individual spreading and drying processes. For example, inks that are very viscous due to a high mass-loading of active material typically do not spread significantly before they dry, resulting in smaller features and potentially in incomplete merging if the drop placement is too wide. Similar behavior may also be observed in low-viscosity inks if the evaporation rate is high (for example, due to use of a hightemperature substrate during printing). An understanding of the processes involved is therefore critical. We review our understanding of these processes by beginning from the drying of individual drops and then extending to cover complex patterns such as rectangles, line-block mergers and corners. Based on these primitives, all common shapes in a typical circuit pattern can be constructed.
A. Drying of an Individual Droplet
After a droplet is deposited on a surface (for example, by the landing of an inkjetted drop, or by transfer from a gravure cell), an isolated droplet feature goes through a drying process. In this drying process, the solvent from the droplet evaporates until the final dry shape is formed. Note that most substrates being considered for use in printed electronics do not exhibit significant solvent absorption within the timescale of droplet drying; as a consequence, most/all of the solvent is evaporated from the upper surfaces of the droplet during the drying process. Arguably the best known phenomenon that is a consequence of this drying process is the coffee ring effect [38] - [41] . A description of this effect provides good insight into the various processes occurring during droplet drying. These same processes impact formation of more complicated shapes, such as lines, etc., so we begin by reviewing the general understanding of the coffee ring effect.
In the coffee ring effect, as droplets on a nonabsorbing surface dry, a significant amount of material is moved to the edge of the drop, resulting in a ring-like pattern, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The physical underpinnings of this effect are well understood [39] - [41] . When a droplet of ink consisting of an active material (solute) and an evaporative solvent is deposited on the surface, it expands to form a hemispherical cap. Typically, this cap is pinned at a fixed radius; in other words, as solvent evaporates from the drop, it will not significantly retreat from the maximum radius but will instead lower in height (i.e., the radius of curvature of the hemispherical cap will increase). This pinning is desirable, since it ensures formation of well-controlled patterns. Inks that do not pin on a given substrate will typically form poorly controlled patterns since they will keep spreading until they dry.
As solvent evaporates from the pinned droplet, a convective flux is created from the center to the edge of the drop; this is due to the higher net evaporative rate at the edge of the drop, relative to the volume subtended under the relevant upper surface. As a consequence of this flux, active material will be moved to the edge of the drop; as the drop ultimately dries, ridges will be formed around the edge, with very little material left in the center. The amount of material at the edge versus at the center depends on the net flux to the edges relative to the time to drying. Inks under drying conditions that cause significant outward flow within the timescale of drying will result in significant material build-up at the edges of the drop relative to the center. This is the observed coffee ring. The overall process is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
Obviously, the coffee ring is generally an undesirable effect in printed electronics; coffee ring can result in pinholes in printed films, and rough edges in printed lines, for example. The coffee ring works against forming smooth shapes of uniform thickness. Therefore, control of the coffee ring effect has been a focal effort in the community. The coffee ring effect may be controlled by eliminating/ reducing the convective flux to the edges of the drop. Various approaches have been proposed to achieve this. By using a combination of solvents, Marangoni flows can be induced within the drying drop to compensate for the aforementioned outward flux [38] . Specifically, by using a combination of a low-evaporation-rate main solvent and a high-evaporation-rate cosolvent with appropriately different surface energies, a surface energy-switch can be induced during the drying process, causing ink to flow back towards the center of the drop. This process works extremely well to control the coffee ring. Another approach that has been used is to take advantage of the ability to optimize the choice of substrate temperature [36] . For example, by elevating the substrate temperature, evaporation can be enhanced, reducing the amount of material that is moved to the edge of the drop before the droplet dries. Again, this works to suppress the coffee ring effect. Alternatively, the substrate can be cooled, such that the edges of the droplet are cooler than the center, reversing the flow directions and suppressing the coffee ring. In all instances, however, it is clear that the flows involved during droplet drying are extremely important and have significant impact on the morphology of the final printed shapes. In the next sections, we move beyond simple isolated drops and consider more complex shapes as would be applicable to printed electronics applications. Specifically, we start from lines and then move to rectangles and line intersections. An understanding of the drying phenomena associated with all of these shapes will enable control of printing to ensure formation of shapes with good fidelity and will provide guidance on the appropriate drop placement pattern and drying conditions to realize final printed patterns that match targets; in other words, to design the printing pattern and process to produce the desired shape. This is analogous to the manner in which optical proximity correction is used in conventional optical lithography to produce shapes that match target patterns.
B. Line Formation
The flows during droplet drying that cause the coffee ring effect also have significant impact on the formation of lines. Lines are formed through the merging of individual droplets. When a newly placed droplet spreads to come into contact with a growing line end, ink flows back into the line from the droplet, merging the two. This flow back is necessary to produce smooth lines; were drops to dry without flowing back into lines, the resulting features would always have wavy shapes corresponding to the shape envelope of the component drops. Depending on the spacing between the line and the drop, and on the various flows and accompanying solvent evaporation, various line shapes can be formed [36] . These are shown in Fig. 6 . This figure shows the line morphologies that result from printing poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate), PEDOT: PSS 1.3% by weight in water on glass slides coated with thermally crosslinked poly(4-vinylphenol) (PVP). When the drop spacing is too wide [ Fig. 6(a) ], isolated drops result, since the spreading of the drops is insufficient to connect to adjacent ones. When the drop spacing is reduced [ Fig. 6(b) ], scalloped lines can result. This is caused by the fact that the drop spacing is large enough that only a narrow neck is formed between the spreading drop and the preexisting line end. As a consequence, ink flow back into the line is insufficient to fully bridge the line before the feature dries. With further reduction in drop spacing [ Fig. 6(c) ], a smooth continuous line can be formed; on the other hand, if drop spacing is reduced still further, a new instability manifests itself [ Fig. 6(d) ]. Due to the drying-related flows, there is significant solvent back-flow into the line. Since the line is constrained, it bulges out to accept the inflowing solvent; this behavior is commonly referred to as a bulge instability.
This effect is not limited to inkjet-printed lines [31] . Fig. 7 shows a similar behavior in gravure printed lines of metal lines printed on plastic substrates. The lines were printed using an organometallic silver precursor from Inktec inks, PR-010, printed on planarized Teonex Q65A, a heatstabilized polyethylene napthalate (PEN) film provided by DuPont Teijin [33] . For larger well spacings, isolated drops and heavily scalloped lines are observed. As the well-spacing is reduced, smooth lines result, except for the ends of the lines, which show some bulging (this shall be discussed as follows). As well spacing is decreased still further, significant bulging results, to the extent that the flows are strong enough to cause the lines to break apart.
Overall, it is clear that the placement of pixelated primitives is critical to forming well-defined lines. Droplets that are too far apart will result in scalloping, while droplets that are too close together will result in bulge instabilities. On the other hand, with proper knowledge of ink, substrate, and environmental parameters, it is possible to control line formation well and ensure formation of the high-quality, smooth lines typically required for printed electronics.
The flows associated with drying of lines also affect the overall pattern fidelity of the line. Specifically, from the above discussion and from Fig. 7(d) we see that ink tends to flow back into the ends of the line. This is a significant concern; for example, in transistor patterns, it is necessary to deliver uniform gaps between adjacent lines to define a controlled channel length. The bulging at the ends of lines can prevent this. Given that the bulging is due to flows during the drying process, a solution is evident. Rather than building lines with the flow terminus in the critical path, lines can instead be constructed to guide fluid away from the critical gaps [33] . Such an approach is shown in Fig. 8 , where guide drops are used to prevent bulging from causing gap narrowing between adjacent lines. Fig. 8 shows a source/drain pattern as would be used for printing of thin film transistors, for example. The lines were printed using Cabot CCI-300 nanoparticle silver ink, printed on PVP on PEN. Again, it is clear that the consideration of fluid flows during drying is critical to achieving proper shape control for printed devices.
C. Formation of Rectangular Shapes
Rectangular shapes form the basis of many electronic structures. As a result, an understanding of the formation of rectangular shapes via printing is crucial. In both inkjet and gravure printing, these are formed via sequential deposition of pixelated primitives; in inkjet printing, these may be formed by rasterized deposition of droplets in both x-and y-directions, or in the y-direction only using a multinozzle inkjet head [34] , [35] . In gravure printing, these are formed by rapid deposition of an x-y array of aliquots of ink from the wells in the gravure cylinder. In both cases, as the drops merge to form the complete pattern, similar drying issues as those discussed previously must be considered. Of particular importance when considering rectangular shape definition are instabilities similar to those underlying the bulge instability discussed previously [34] , [35] . Whenever a new drop merges with a partially formed rectangle, it adds volume into the total hemispherical cap of the shape while simultaneously increasing the surface area covered by the shape. As a consequence of this continuously changing area and volume, each additional drop changes the area to volume ratio of the shape being formed. If a newly merged drop causes any part of the shape to exceed its advancing contact angle, the shape will bulge out until the contact angle drops into the hysteretic range defined by the advancing and receding angles. This may occur, for example, when the drop spacing in the rectangle is too small. On the other hand, when the drop spacing is too large, the addition of the newly merged drop may cause some edge of the shape to drop below its receding contact angle. At this point, the shape may break up into individual beads. This delicate balance between bulging and bead break-up is the regime within which welldefined rectangles can be formed. The stability of this regime can be enhanced by increasing contact angle hysteresis (for example, by choosing an ink that pins well, or by using a roughened substrate to increase pinning) [42] . On the other hand, this observation also suggests that the placement of primitives to ensure stable rectangle formation can be optimized to prevent falling outside the hysteretic window during any point of the printing process; for example, by using nonuniformly spaced drops, rectangles that would be unstable if printed with uniform drop spacing can be made stable [34] . This is shown in Fig. 9 , which shows squares printed using PVP on glass. Once again we see the importance of fluid mechanical considerations while designing printing processes for realization of printed electronics.
D. More Complex Shapes: Corners and Tees
Flow-related instabilities also affect formation of corners and tee-shapes. For example, when printing a corner in a line, flows will drive towards the corner, particularly when drop-spacing is small (similar to those conditions that cause bulge instabilities in lines). These flow conditions can then cause a puddle to form at the corner and reduce the volume of ink in the adjacent regions of the lines. This is shown in Fig. 10 , for metal nanoparticle lines printed on glass. In the worst case, this can cause the lines to break due to excessive ink being pulled out of the line into the corner. Based on fluid flow considerations, this effect can be avoided by suppressing the flow back into the corner, for example by increasing evaporation rates or adjusting drop spacing. A similar behavior can also be observed in a tee, where a line joins to a rectangle; ink will tend to flow back into the rectangle. This can cause the line to pinch-off. Again, drop placement or printing conditions that suppress the flow can be used to prevent this.
IV. RESOLUTION SCALING
Over the last decade, progress in materials for printed electronics has been substantial. Performance of both organic and inorganic semiconductors has improved steadily. To fully exploit the available material suite and to maximize achievable performance, resolution scaling is critical. Finer features and finer spacings will enable realization of transistors with reduced channel length, improving speed/ power tradeoffs. Therefore, in this section, we discuss resolution scaling for printed electronics. 
A. Inkjet Resolution Scaling
Inkjet resolution scaling is conceptually very simple; to scale inkjet resolution, droplet size must be reduced. As droplet size is reduced, achievable feature size scales commensurately. Ultimately, the volume of ink per unit length determines the achievable linewidth; this can be scaled by reducing droplet size and/or increasing drop spacing. As discussed in the previous section, an upper limit on drop spacing is imposed by degradation of pattern fidelity. Specifically, when drop spacing gets too large, line edge roughness (LER) is degraded due to the onset of scalloping. Therefore, resolution scaling using inkjet printing must be driven by exploiting both droplet scaling and drop spacing scaling. As shown in Fig. 11 , feature sizes approaching 20 m are achievable even using 1pL inkjet heads [43] . Further scaling of inkjet heads (for example, using electrohydrodynamic printing) has shown that inkjet printing can scale to the single micron range [1] . Unfortunately, this scaling comes with substantial cost. First, as droplet sizes are scaled, throughput is decreased. This is a direct and unavoidable consequence of the nature of inkjet printing. Inkjet printers operate by generation acoustic waves within the ink chamber, causing a drop to be ejected from the nozzle. As a consequence of this acoustic process, appropriate settling times must be provided, and therefore, most inkjet heads are only stable up to certain jetting frequencies. Most common inkjet heads for printed electronics are stable up to 10 kHz. As a consequence, given this upper limit on jetting frequency, reduction in droplet volume also reduces overall printing speed. The only way to increase printing speed then is to use large arrays of nozzles. This is an area of active development, but challenging from a manufacturing perspective.
An additional problem with highly scaled inkjet is drop placement accuracy. In general, the placement accuracy of typical inkjet heads for repeated drops is several microns or more. As a consequence, while feature sizes can be scaled, poor placement accuracy can cause defects and/or increased LER. Placement accuracy is generally degraded as drop sizes are reduced due to increase droplet in-flight drift and greater sensitivity of the inkjet nozzle to variations in the ink and in the local wetting conditions. This, therefore, places another limit on feature size scaling using inkjet printing.
B. Highly Scaled Gravure Printing
To address the throughput and drop-placement limitations that impact inkjet printing resolution scaling, over the last several years, we have been developing the technology and underlying understanding to enable the aggressive resolution scaling of gravure printing [25] , [31] - [33] . We have been very successful in this regard and have successfully scaled gravure printing to sub-2 m feature sizes without any decrease in printing speed. In fact, this is a substantial advantage of gravure printing over inkjet printing; since the achievable resolution of gravure printing is largely independent of printing speed, gravure can be aggressively scaled without affecting process throughput.
To begin, we provide an overview of the underlying physical processes in gravure printing. Gravure printing is made up of several individual processes as shown in Fig. 3 , namely: a) filling; b) wiping; c) transfer; and d) spreading. We have already discussed the physical underpinnings of spreading above; therefore, here we focus on the first three processes [32] .
Filling in gravure printing occurs through capillary flow into the cells. As the ink puddle approaches the cell, it typically pins at the edge of the cell. The advancing front then proceeds down into the cell to fill it, while the overlying ink front moves forward. If the advancing front within the cell moves faster than the overlying ink, then the air is displaced from the cell and the cell is fully filled before it is covered. On the other hand, if the printing speed is too high, then the cell is covered while air is trapped inside the cell, reducing the filled volume. This is shown schematically in Fig. 12 . Overall, we see that filling is best at low printing speeds.
Wiping is the next process to consider. In the wiping process, a doctor blade moves over the gravure cylinder, removing ink from the land areas, and ideally leaving the cells fully filled. In practice, we have observed two nonidealities in this process. First, at low printing speeds, ink wets the back of the doctor blade, and is dragged out of the cell and deposited behind the cell in the land regions. This is obviously undesirable since it reduces the filled volume of the cell and further puts ink in regions where it is not desired. The second nonideality occurs at high-printing speeds; under these conditions, the pressure build-up from the ink front being pushed in front of the doctor blade causes the doctor blade to rise, leaving a thin lubrication residue everywhere [44] . Obviously, this is undesirable and, therefore, this regime must be avoided. The wiping related phenomena are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Overall, we see that wiping is best at moderate speeds, such that drag-out is avoided but the lubrication residue is minimal.
The final process to consider is transfer. Transfer has been studied in the literature [45] ; in the transfer process, the ink in the cell is pulled out when it comes in contact with the substrate. As the substrate pulls away, the ink necks down and breaks; this is shown in Fig. 15 . The amount of ink transferred is increased as the printing speed is increased. Therefore, transfer is best at high speeds.
Overall, therefore, we are able to build a comprehensive model of gravure that identifies the best region to print, where the maximum amount of ink is printed from the cells and little or no residue is printed from anywhere else. This is shown in Fig. 16 [32] . By selecting the appropriate operating condition, it is possible to maximize ink transfer from cells while minimizing residue in the land regions. The maximization of overall printed volume is particularly important for scaling. As gravure cells are scaled to smaller volumes, poor overall ink transfer prevents proper feature size scaling since defects such as disconnected lines, etc., result. By performing the optimization as discussed in this section, we have been able to scale gravure printing such that we have realized features as small as 2m. An example feature is shown in Fig. 17 , attesting to the quality of highly scaled features that result from proper scaling of gravure printing. Impressively, this feature was printed at a printing speed of $0.5 m/s. 
V. INTEGRATION AND LAYER-TO-LAYER ALIGNMENT
Having presented the technological basis and underlying principles for printing high-quality, high-resolution features, we now address integration into transistors. In this work we focus on printing of organic transistors, though we have also applied these principles to printing of inorganic transistors.
In the previous sections, we reviewed the underlying physics of pattern formation in inkjet printing and discussed resolution-scaling using the same. This allows for realization of high-quality inkjet-printed features in the sub-20 m range. Of course, printed transistors are multilayer structures, and therefore another critical concern is the alignment between layers. Virtually all high-speed printing techniques suffer from significant alignment limitations. In addition to fundamental tool limitations (typically, state of the art inkjet printers provide tool-to-tool alignment accuracy of G 5 m, while state of the art gravure tools provide alignment accuracy of G 20 m), substrate distortion of typical plastic substrates makes alignment of better than 10 m on a repeatable basis unlikely [46] . Given the aggressive resolution scaling discussed in the previous section, this is a serious shortcoming.
To address this issue, we next discuss two approaches. In the first approach, which we have to date only demonstrated for inkjet-printed transistors, we introduce a technique to achieve self-alignment between printed layers, which relaxes the constraints on machine-based alignment. In the second technique, we take advantage of the fact that resolution is outpacing alignment accuracy in printed electronics to pursue an alternate device structure with minimal alignment constraints.
A. Self-Aligned Inkjet Printed Transistors
Bottom-gated organic transistors are a common topology for printed electronics. While many modern organic semiconductors show better performance in top-gate configurations, the bottom-gate structure is attractive since the semiconductor is deposited last, and therefore is free from any debilitating interactions with the source, drain, gate, and gate dielectric processes. The use of a bottom gate structure allows for a unique approach to self-alignment.
In our approach, we take advantage of the fact that under appropriate processing conditions, when the source and drain electrodes are printed, they roll-off the gate and pin at the gate corners, providing excellent alignment (G 1 m overlay accuracy). The overall process flow and resulting device characteristics are shown in Fig. 18 [6] . In these devices, the gate, source, and drain are printed using nanoparticle silver inks. The gate dielectric is cross-linked PVP. When the thermal cross-linking is applied to the gate By working at the region of maximum printed volume fraction and minimum residue, optimized printing can be obtained. dielectric, we suspect that residual ligands from the underlying gate diffuse through the dielectric and alter its wetting characteristics [43] . This then causes the source and drain electrodes to roll-off. The device is completed using a pentacene precursor ink. Since the drying of the Suntronic U5603 silver nanoparticle ink is slow at room temperature, a long wait state is used to ensure self-alignment, followed by a higher temperature cure to convert the nanoparticle features into conductive electrodes. Using this approach, self-alignment in the range of 1 m was achieved. Better alignment was not possible, due to the diffusion-based migration of the wetting-altering agent through the gate dielectric. Additionally, the process is extremely materialspecific, since it requires careful selection of all the materials to ensure the appropriate wettability switch.
B. Fully Overlapped Gravure Printed Transistors
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated that gravure printing can be scaled to sub-2 m dimensions. On the other hand, as discussed, due to a combination of machine limitations and substrate distortion in commonly used plastic substrates, layer-to-layer alignment is substantially worse. In this situation, an opportunity to re-evaluate the device architecture presents itself. As discussed, one approach is to make use of self-alignment; however, given that the self-alignment approach still only gives > 0.5 m alignment accuracy, it is not viable for use with a sub-2 m gate due to the large fractional uncertainty associated with the overlap. As a consequence, another approach is needed. In conventional lithographically patterned devices on rigid substrates, layer-to-layer alignment has generally kept up with improvements in resolution. Since this is not the case with gravure printing on plastic, depending on machine-based layer to layer, alignment is not practical or viable. Therefore, we have proposed an alternative device structure that takes advantage of the high resolution of gravure printing while not assuming the availability of good layer-to-layer alignment. Specifically, we have implemented a fully overlapped top gate architecture, where the gate is fully overlapped over the source and drain [47] . Since the structure is fully overlapped, even the course machine alignment achievable with gravure printing is sufficient. Since the linewidths of the source and drain are small, the impact on overlap capacitance is minimized; additionally, since the series resistance of metal electrodes is generally much less than the contribution of the channel to the overall device on-state resistance, narrow electrodes do not significantly degrade overall performance. In other words, by specifically considering the actual printing limits and advantages, we are able to rethink the device architecture used to maximize performance and manufacturability. The overall process flow and architecture used to realize these devices, along with representative device characteristics, are shown in Fig. 19 . Importantly, these devices are able to deliver switching speeds as high as 1 MHz. This is a direct consequence of the various innovations discussed in this work, starting from pattern definition and extending through resolution scaling and layer registration control. By combining all of these approaches and taking advantage of the underlying physical understanding of printing, it is possible to dramatically enhance the performance of printed electronic devices; this thus represents an important step towards making printed electronics a viable technology for production of low-cost large area electronic systems.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have discussed the physics and technology of inkjet and gravure printing as applied to the printing of transistors. By understanding the underlying physics of pattern formation via printing, it is possible to realize highly scaled printed features. By appropriate integration strategies, we have been able to realiz printed transistors with aggressively scaled channels and device architectures to deliver substantial improvements in overall device performance. Thus, the overall progress in printing technology, coupled with the state of the art materials, has dramatically expanded the performance of printed transistors, thus increasing the scope, performance envelope, and potential applicability of printed electronics. h
